
MEMO 
 

Date:  27 August 2014  
To:  LA 492 Students          
From:  Dr. Beth Impson, Course Instructor BI  
RE:  LA 492 Thesis Proposal 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Format 
Format this proposal as a memo, as this assignment itself is formatted. Of course, the to and from 
lines will change and the date should be the date of submission.  Everything else should be 
exactly the same as you see here (single-spacing, double-space between paragraphs, use the same 
headings [except to leave out the Format section], boldface headings, etc.). 
 
Topic  
1. What is your topic? 
 
2. What is your research question?  
 
3. Explain in a minimum of 150 words why you chose this topic and your research question. 
What is your personal interest in the topic; have you studied it in the past; why does it intrigue 
you; what do you hope to accomplish in researching it?  
 
4. Write a 250-word minimum discussion of the topic itself: 
            a. What aspect of the topic do you plan to research – what is the scope of your topic?  

b. What do you know already about the topic? 
c. What is your current understanding of the topic? 
d. Who wants to know about your topic and why?  

 
How the Liberal Arts Informs Your Topic  
In a minimum of 500 words, discuss how the liberal arts informs your topic.  Consider what you 
have learned and studied in LA 222:  Keeping in mind how a liberal arts education is to make us 
“more human” through the continued development of our rational minds, our sense of history, 
and our biblical values, what connections do you see with your topic?  Look for articles that 
connect your topic and the liberal arts to help you with this; ask professors in the field of your 
topic for advice and insights. 
 
Audience  
Name the publication you have chosen and describe the audience it targets. Why is this an 
appropriate audience for your essay? How will this choice affect the way you approach the 
subject? (Remember that the publication doesn’t need to accept articles the length of your thesis; 
this is practice in considering the needs of possible real readers for your topic.)  
 
Sources  
Name the citation style you are using. Be sure your citations perfectly follow this style.  
 
You need to know whether there is enough information available to you to write on your topic, 
so your proposal must include the following evidence of preliminary research.  



 
1. List at least 3 specific sources you have found.  Annotations of these sources should be a 
minimum of 150 words long and include the following:  

a) identification of its context (why it is credible), and 
b) a brief summary of the work, 
c) your purpose and audience, and 
d) specific reasons the work will be helpful in developing your thesis.  

 
2. List other sources you have found which look helpful but you have not yet explored in depth, 
with a brief notation of the subject of each and why it looks helpful. These need not be in 
bibliography format, as they may include general reference works and websites as well as 
specific articles.  
 
Sample Annotation  
The highlighted notes in brackets do not belong in your annotations but are only here to help you 
see the different sections. Because this document is in memo format, you will single-space your 
work. (Do not, of course, single-space it in other course documents unless directed to do so.)  
 
Williams, Donald T. “Writers Cramped.” Touchstone: A Journal of Mere Christianity Sept.  

2007: 15-18. Print. <context> Donald T. Williams is a professor of English at Toccoa 
Falls (Christian) College, who has written several books on literature and the human 
condition. <brief summary> Williams, an evangelical, explores reasons that the 
evangelical world has not created the kind of great art found among writers from the 
liturgical traditions. In this essay, he explains how Flannery O’Connor’s Catholic 
upbringing gave her “a true worldview,” “a definition of art that affirmed a spiritual 
purpose,” and “a sense of mystery”: all essential to the creation of excellent Christian 
fiction. <writer’s purpose and audience> Because I am addressing creative writing 
students about what makes excellent Christian fiction, <specific ways source will be 
used> I plan to use Williams’ discussion of art as a good in itself, and not merely as a 
vehicle of evangelism, to support my point that we should write all things “Christianly,” 
although not necessarily with explicitly Christian themes.  

 
NOTE: You will expand this information for the Annotated Bibliography due at a later date; this 
example is not sufficient for that assignment but only for the proposal. An example will be given 
with the Bibliography assignment for comparison.  
 


